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calculated for us by Margaret D. Foster of the Geological Survey, can be
written thus:

- 0 4

[(Al.06Fe:i4Ms: , ri.*) (sirX',al ,)o,o(oH),]- 
nuNJJ'

2.95
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REMOVAL OF REACTION PRODUCTS FROM MUSCOVITE
TREATED WITH MOLTEN LITHIUM NITRATE1

C. B. BnowN,2 G. W. B,q.uny AND J. L. Wurrn, Agronomy
D e p or tmenl, P ur due [] ni.v er s i.ty, L af ay et t e, I n di ana.

White (1954, 1956) published a method for reducing the negative layer
charge of dioctahedral muscovite in which the muscovite is treated with
Iithium nitrate at 300o C. The reaction can be represented thus (White,
1e58) :

K, [(si6Al,) (Al4)o,0(oH)4] * xliNos +
(fixed)

- (2 - x)K[(Si6Alr(Al4r,i,)o'0(oH)4] f xKNoa
(fixed and exchangeable)

In this reaction the l ithium ions displace potassium ions from layer
positions, and some of the l ithium ions migrate into empty octahedral
sites. The net result is the lowering of layer charge.

Norrish (1954) showed that the layer charge is inversely proportional
to the swell ing abil ity of a clay mineral: hence, the reduction of layer
charge should result in expansion of muscovite. White (1954, 1956, 1958)
and Bronson et al. (1960) observed expansion in dioctahedral muscovite
after treatment with molten l ithium nitrate.

This method of reducing layer charge, accompanied by init iation and

I Journal Paper No. 1872, Purdue University, Agricultural Experiment Station,
Lafayette, Indiana.

2 Present address: Ministry of Agriculture, Trinidad, West Indies.
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increasing of expanding properties is an excellent means of studying arti-

ficial weathering. In our work, it was found that potassium ions which

had become exchangeable as a result of molten l ithium nitrate treatment,

were fixed again when the treated mineral was dispersed in water. The

fixation of potassium by clay minerals is a well known phenomenon. It

was necessary to devise a method for the removal of the products of reac-

tion before suspension of the mineral in aqueous solution. The method of

treating the muscovite is described by White (1954, 1956, 1958) and by

Bronson et, al. (1960).

PnocpounB roR REMovAr ol RnncrroN PRoDUcrs

Pour the molten sample as a "thin cake" on to a stainless steel plate

and allow to cool.
If the sample is allowed to cool in the reaction vessel, it is hard and
massive and very difficult to put into suspension.

Break the "thin cake" into small pieces as soon as it is cool enough to be
handled comfortably.

If the sample remains in the air too long, it takes up moisture and

becomes hydrated. The potassium ions from the potassium nitrate

would become fixed and prevent expansion.
The small pieces of treated muscovite and the reaction products are im-

mersed in isopropyl alcohol and shaken in a mechanical shaker to make a

suspension. This non-aqueous system will not rehydrate. Wash re-

peatedly with isopropyl alcohol by centrifugation.
LiNOr, which is soluble in isopropyl alcohol, is removed.

Wash the sample three times with a 50:50 solution of ethylene glycol and

isopropyl alcohol. In our work this solution was made 0.5 N to a singie
cation, and the clay mineral became saturated with the cation by the

third washing. Lithium, sodium, potassium, ammonium, calcium,
magnesium and iron were used as saturating cations, each one having

been added as the chloride.
KNO3 is soluble in ethylene glycol. The potassium ions are removed
while the suspension is still non-aqueous and there is no opportunity
for potassium fixation.

The muscovite of reduced-layer charge can finally be washed with water

and the aqueous suspension used for further study.
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UNUSUAL CRYSTAL GROUPS FROM GREENE COUNTY, MISSOURI

Wrr.rrarr C. Hool, Department oJ Geology, Montana Slale
LI niaersity, M issoula, M onl,onar

Some interesting crystal groups from "King's Butte," Greene County,
\{issouri, have been described by Ellis (1947) as being pseudomorphs of
goethite after twinned pyrite crystals. These groups, when well devel-
oped, consist of three tabular crystals oriented at right angles to one an-
other. The tabular crystals are themselves twinned and exhibit chevron
shaped striae, such as are often seen on marcasite. Two other sets of
striae, one in the centers of the blades and the other on their ends, are also
present. Figure 1 illustrates a crystal group of this nature.

Ellis based his identification of pyrite as the original mineral on the
pronounced cubic symmetry of the groups and an r-ray difiraction pat-
tern of unaltered material from the centers of some groups. Further in-
vestigation of this material has revealed that the tabular crystals were

1 crn.

Frc. 1. Drawing of a crystal group from King's Butte showing the mutually perpendicular
blades which exhibit chevron and other twinning striae.

1 Present address: Dept. Geology, Southern Illinois Univ., Carbondale, Ill.




